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Q2: Can theoretical horizonless exotic compact objects (ECOs) have Kerr-like LRs?

Q3: If so, could such ECOs be astrophysically viable?

In my talk I will give partial, but hopefully informative, answers to these three questions.
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LRs are critical points 
of two potentials
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Q1: Do all theoretical black hole solutions have Kerr-like LRs?

Central idea: 
LRs are critical points 
of two potentials

These potentials
define vector fields
as their gradients:

V± = rH±rH±
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Circulating a closed 
contour, the winding
of these vector fields 

defines an integer
topological charge w:
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Q1: Do all theoretical black hole solutions have Kerr-like LRs?

(Partial) R1:

Yes, 
under the stated conditions of the theorem (and possibly even more LRs).

But, 
can be circumvented 

(e.g.) by changing the boundary conditions.

Example of a BH without LRs (asymptotically Melvin): 
Júnior, Cunha, CH, Crispino, Phys. Rev. D 104 (2021) 044018
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As BH mimickers, ECOs have the appeal that they could solve the singularity problem of BHs 
and perhaps connect to the dark matter issue.

Many models of horizonless ECOs have been proposed throughout the years, with different 
motivations, not always to replace black holes. Some co-exist with black holes.



Q2: Can theoretical horizonless exotic ECOs have Kerr-like LRs?

a) “geons”, realized by Boson stars (Schunck, Mielke, CQG 20 (2003) R301; Jetzer, Phys. Rept. 220 (1992) 163) and 
Proca stars (Brito, Cardoso, CH, Radu, PLB 752 (2016) 291); can form dynamically (Seidel, Suen, PRL 72 (1994) 

2516); Perturbatively stable Gleiser and Watkins, NPB 319 (1989) 733; Lee and Pang, NPB 315 (1989) 477; Can be 
studied dynamically in binaries (Liebling and Palenzuela LRR 20 (2017) 5)

b) wormholes (Morris and Thorne, Am. J. Phys. 56 (1988) 395-412)

c) gravastars (Mazur and Mottola, gr-qc/0109035)                   

d) fuzzballs (Mathur, Fortsch. Phys. 53 (2005) 793)                 

e) … See e.g. Pani and Cardoso, Nature Astron. 1 (2017) 9, 586

As BH mimickers, ECOs have the appeal that they could solve the singularity problem of BHs 
and perhaps connect to the dark matter issue.

Many models of horizonless ECOs have been proposed throughout the years, with different 
motivations, not always to replace black holes. Some co-exist with black holes.
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Generic statements?

As BH mimickers, ECOs have the appeal that they could solve the singularity problem of BHs 
and perhaps connect to the dark matter issue.

Many models of horizonless ECOs have been proposed throughout the years, with different 
motivations, not always to replace black holes. Some co-exist with black holes.
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We prove the following theorem: axisymmetric, stationary solutions of the Einstein field equations
formed from classical gravitational collapse of matter obeying the null energy condition, that are everywhere
smooth and ultracompact (i.e., they have a light ring) must have at least two light rings, and one of them is
stable. It has been argued that stable light rings generally lead to nonlinear spacetime instabilities. Our result
implies that smooth, physically and dynamically reasonable ultracompact objects are not viable as
observational alternatives to black holes whenever these instabilities occur on astrophysically short time
scales. The proof of the theorem has two parts: (i) We show that light rings always come in pairs, one being a
saddle point and the other a local extremum of an effective potential. This result follows from a topological
argument based on the Brouwer degree of a continuous map, with no assumptions on the spacetime
dynamics, and, hence, it is applicable to any metric gravity theory where photons follow null geodesics.
(ii) Assuming Einstein’s equations, we show that the extremum is a local minimum of the potential
(i.e., a stable light ring) if the energy-momentum tensor satisfies the null energy condition.
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Introduction.—The historic LIGO gravitational-wave
(GW) detections [1–3] provide strong evidence that astro-
physical black holes (BHs) exist and merge. LIGO and the
space-based detector LISA [4] will allow us to test the
nature of compact objects and the strong-field dynamics of
general relativity in unprecedented ways [5–9].
All LIGO detections so far are consistent with the

inspiral, merger, and ringdown waveforms produced by
binary BH mergers. In particular, the ringdown phase is
sourced by the relaxation of the final perturbed BH into
equilibrium, and it has been regarded as a distinctive
signature of BHs [10,11]. There is a well-known corre-
spondence between the complex quasinormal oscillation
frequencies of a BH and perturbations of the light ring
[12–15]. Intriguingly, because of this correspondence, all
compact objects with a circular photon orbit, i.e., a light
ring (LR), but with no horizon—hereafter dubbed ultra-
compact objects (UCOs)—initially vibrate like BHs, and
only later display oscillation features that depend on
their internal structure (w modes or “echoes” [16–23]).
Therefore LIGO observations of a ringdown signal con-
sistent with a Kerr BH imply the presence of a LR, but they
do not necessarily exclude the possibility that the merger
remnant may not be a BH [24].
Could the LIGO events be sourced by horizonless UCOs

rather than BHs? In this work we show that UCO mergers
are unlikely within a physically reasonable dynamical
framework. We consider the possibility that horizonless
UCOs form from the gravitational collapse of unknown
forms of matter that can withstand collapse into a BH.
Assuming cosmic censorship [25] and causality, such

UCOs are smooth and topologically trivial [26]. For such
UCOs we prove that LRs always come in pairs, one being a
saddle point and the other a local extremum of an effective
potential. The local extremum might be either stable or
unstable, but Einstein’s equations imply that instability is
only possible if the UCO violates the null energy condition.
Thus, UCOs formed through the collapse of reasonable
(albeit exotic) matter must have a stable LR.
It has been argued that spacetimes with a stable LR

are nonlinearly unstable [27,28]. Unless these instabilities
operate on time scales much longer than a Hubble time, our
results imply that smooth, physically reasonable UCOs are
generically unstable, and therefore that these objects are
unfit as sensible observational alternatives to BHs.
Setup.—Various sorts of exotic compact objects have

been discussed in the literature, some of which may
become sufficiently compact to possess LRs. These include
boson [29] and Proca stars [30], gravastars [31], super-
spinars [32], and wormholes [33]. Most of these models,
however, are incomplete, in the sense that no dynamical
formation mechanism is known. Boson stars are an
exception in this regard, because they have been shown
to form dynamically (at least in spherical symmetry) from a
process of gravitational collapse and cooling [34]. It is
unclear whether collapse can produce ultracompact, rotat-
ing boson stars: in fact, recent numerical simulations
suggest that it may not be possible to produce rotating
boson stars from boson star mergers [35]. Still, we take
spherically symmetric simulations with gravitational cool-
ing as a plausibility argument that some UCOs could
form dynamically from classical (incomplete) gravitational
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A generic dynamical picture

start: ' flat spacetime

dynamical collapse

end: UCO

o↵-shell sequence

Punch line:
any (stationary, axi-symmetric, circular, topologically trivial) ECO that forms 

from an incomplete gravitational collapse
which has a standard LR, must have an exotic one as well.

The exotic LR must be stable, if the Null Energy Condition (NEC) is obeyed.

ultracompact
ECO



Q2: Can theoretical horizonless exotic compact objects (ECOs) have Kerr-like LRs?

(Partial) R2:

Yes, 
but under the stated conditions of the theorem 

necessarily with extra baggage: there is an extra LR, which is stable assuming the NEC.

But, 
can be circumvented (e.g.):

 by non-trivial topology (e.g. wormholes), 
by non-smoothness (e.g. gravastars),

by ad hoc boundary conditions (e.g. truncations of Kerr).



Q3: If so, could such ECOs be astrophysically viable?



Some viability conditions:

1) Appear in a well motivated and consistent physical model; 

2) Have a dynamical formation mechanism;

3) Be (sufficiently) stable.  

Q3: If so, could such ECOs be astrophysically viable?



Some viability conditions:

1) Appear in a well motivated and consistent physical model; 

2) Have a dynamical formation mechanism;

3) Be (sufficiently) stable.  

Then, 
there is a possible generic viability issue for ultracompact ECOs with a stable LR:

 
stable LRs may lead to a trapping instability.

J. Keir, Class.Quant.Grav. 33 (2016) no.13, 135009; Benomio, arXiv:1809.07795 

- Non-linear;

- Time scale?

Q3: If so, could such ECOs be astrophysically viable?
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8 Ultracompact objects with light rings (LRs) but without an event horizon could mimic black holes (BHs)
9 in their strong gravity phenomenology. But are such objects dynamically viable? Stationary and

10 axisymmetric ultracompact objects that can form from smooth, quasi-Minkowski initial data must have
11 at least one stable LR, which has been argued to trigger a spacetime instability; but its development and fate
12 have been unknown. Using fully nonlinear numerical evolutions of ultracompact bosonic stars free of any
13 other known instabilities and introducing a novel adiabatic effective potential technique, we confirm the
14 LRs triggered instability, identifying two possible fates: migration to nonultracompact configurations or
15 collapse to BHs. In concrete examples we show that typical migration (collapse) timescales are not larger
16 than ∼103 light-crossing times, unless the stable LR potential well is very shallow. Our results show that the
17 LR instability is effective in destroying horizonless ultracompact objects that could be plausible BH
18 imitators.

DOI:19

20 Introduction.—A few years after the first gravitational
21 wave detection from a collision of two black holes (BHs) [1]
22 and the first image of a BH resolving its horizon scale
23 structure [2], there is a scientific consensus about the
24 physical reality of BHs. Yet, both the inability to observa-
25 tionally prove the “BH hypothesis” [3–6] and its challenging
26 and far-reaching theoretical consequences [7–9], demand a
27 thorough scrutiny of its alternatives.
28 In this spirit, a variety of horizonless exotic compact
29 objects (ECOs) have been proposed [10]: the “ECO
30 hypothesis.” Any putative ECO model must overcome
31 theoretical and observational tests to become a contender.
32 Of special interest are ultracompact ECOs (UCOs, for
33 short), i.e., possessing light rings (LRs): planar bound
34 photon orbits that asymptotically flat BHs must possess
35 [11]. UCOs can imitate the (initial) ringdown [12,13] and
36 (to some extent) the shadow [14] of BHs making them
37 plausible BH foils if they are dynamically viable.
38 Conditions for dynamical viability include (i) a plausible
39 formation mechanism, (ii) sufficient stability against the
40 ubiquitous astrophysical perturbations, and (iii) embedding
41 in a physically sound effective field theory. It was shown in
42 [15] that, under generic assumptions, an equilibrium UCO
43 that forms from smooth, quasi-Minkowski initial data, must
44 have at least a pair of LRs, one of which is stable. It has been
45 argued that the existence of stable LRs can trigger a
46 spacetime instability, by trapping massless perturbations
47 that eventually pile up and backreact on the spacetime
48 [16–18]. The development and fate of this hypothetical
49 generic obstruction to UCOs has, however, been so far
50 unknown.

51In this Letter we present the development and fate of the
52LR instability in concrete models, providing evidence that
53UCOs with a plausible formation mechanism are destroyed
54in astrophysical timescales, therefore questioning their
55viability as BH alternatives.
56UCOs and stable LRs.—Consider equilibrium, finite
57Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM)massM, asymptotically flat,
58UCOs described by a stationary, axially symmetric, circular
59metric [19], gμν. In ðt; r; θ;φÞ coordinates, such that ∂t and
60∂φ are the commuting Killing vectors adapted to stationarity
61and axisymmetry, respectively, (see Refs. [11,15] for
62details), the effective dimensionless potentials

V# ¼
gtφ ∓

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g2tφ − gttgφφ

q

gφφ
M; ð1Þ

6364determine LRs (if they exist) as critical points: ∇V# ¼ 0.
65The # sign is connected to the LRs rotation sense.
66One can associate a topological charge, Qi to individual
67LRs [11,15]. The total spacetime topological charge Q ¼
68

P
LRs Qi is then invariant under smooth spacetime defor-

69mations preserving the asymptotic structure and internal
70regularity. This means that any horizonless, asymptotically
71flat, everywhere regular UCO has the same topological LR
72charge as Minkowski spacetime, Q ¼ 0. Since unstable
73(stable) LRs have Qi ¼ −1 (Qi ¼ þ1), this implies that in
74the dynamical formation of UCOs LRs emerge as a stable-
75unstable pair. This conclusion does not depend on the
76specific (metric) theory of gravity or on the details of the
77(incomplete) gravitational collapse [20]. It implies that for
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223 altogether. This confirms the migration robustly evolves in
224 the direction of destroying the LR pair. In the SM (Sec. I),
225 the time evolution of the AEP is further detailed, legiti-
226 mating the validity of the adiabatic approximation under-
227 lying the AEP.
228 Results model 2: collapse.—We have also evolved the
229 spinning solitonic scalar boson stars described above. In the
230 UCO region, ω=μ ≲ 0.188, we have again observed an
231 instability, absent for ω > 0.188 (but within the relativistic
232 stable branch). Its timescale again tends to diverge, as we
233 approach the critical frequency [Fig. 2 (inset)], correlating

234the instability with the existence of LRs. The initial
235development of the instability qualitatively resembles the
236previous case in the loss of axisymmetry—see Fig. 5 for
237evolution snapshots of the star with ω=μ ¼ 0.16. However,
238the outcome is different; the star collapses and forms a
239spinning BH, diagnosed by the emergence of an apparent
240horizon (detailed in the SM—Sec. II). The culprit of this
241different outcome may be the self-interaction potential, that
242confines the star and suppresses the dissipation through
243gravitational cooling, the essential channel by which
244migration occurs in model 1. The AEP shows violent
245oscillations and appears to deepen near the location of the
246stable LR before the collapse, implying the technique loses
247validity.
248Remarks.—Proving the BH hypothesis is as challenging
249as disproving the ECO hypothesis. A smaller, but inform-
250ative step, is to rule out classes of inadequate models as BH
251alternatives. The evidence shown in this Letter supports the
252inadequacy, as BH foils, of a large class of UCOs, for which
253a plausible formation mechanism exists via an incomplete
254gravitational collapse of quasi-Minkowski initial data.
255Even if such UCOs could form as a transient state, their
256unavoidable stable LR triggers an instability that, generi-
257cally, develops in a moderate timescale, either promoting
258collapse to BHs or migration to a non-UCO. It remains to
259be seen whether UCOs near the critical configuration, for
260which the timescale can grow (likely) arbitrarily large, still
261retain any effectiveness as BH foils, and if other fates are
262possible for the LR instability, e.g., considering different
263UCO models. It also remains an open problem to find a
264practical estimate of the LR instability timescale in a
265generic spacetime. One of our main results is a concrete
266timescale within two specific models. The difficulty arises
267from the putative nonlinear character of the instability.

F4:1 FIG. 4. Top: potential-well depth h (illustrated in inset) as a
F4:2 function of time for ω=μ ¼ 0.68. A guiding fit function (dotted
F4:3 line) is defined in terms of the inverse time τ ¼ 1=t, with adjusted
F4:4 constants fa; A; τcg. Bottom: the LRs’ circumferential radii
F4:5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffigφφ
p =Mt for different values of time t. The blue line is an

F4:6 auxiliary spline interpolation to help convey the underlying
F4:7 pattern. The time-averaged potential V"

− can suppress several,
F4:8 but not all, oscillation modes of the raw potential V−. This is the
F4:9 likely cause of the observed zigzagging of the red curve, a

F4:10 manifestation of residual star radial oscillations around their
F4:11 unexcited state (at that time).

F5:1FIG. 5. Time evolution of a spinning solitonic BSs with ω=μ ¼
F5:20.16 which has LRs. (Left and middle left column) Energy
F5:3density. Time runs from top to bottom and then from left to right.
F5:4(Middle right and right column) Angular momentum density.
F5:5Both quantities are extracted on the equatorial plane.
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223 altogether. This confirms the migration robustly evolves in
224 the direction of destroying the LR pair. In the SM (Sec. I),
225 the time evolution of the AEP is further detailed, legiti-
226 mating the validity of the adiabatic approximation under-
227 lying the AEP.
228 Results model 2: collapse.—We have also evolved the
229 spinning solitonic scalar boson stars described above. In the
230 UCO region, ω=μ ≲ 0.188, we have again observed an
231 instability, absent for ω > 0.188 (but within the relativistic
232 stable branch). Its timescale again tends to diverge, as we
233 approach the critical frequency [Fig. 2 (inset)], correlating

234the instability with the existence of LRs. The initial
235development of the instability qualitatively resembles the
236previous case in the loss of axisymmetry—see Fig. 5 for
237evolution snapshots of the star with ω=μ ¼ 0.16. However,
238the outcome is different; the star collapses and forms a
239spinning BH, diagnosed by the emergence of an apparent
240horizon (detailed in the SM—Sec. II). The culprit of this
241different outcome may be the self-interaction potential, that
242confines the star and suppresses the dissipation through
243gravitational cooling, the essential channel by which
244migration occurs in model 1. The AEP shows violent
245oscillations and appears to deepen near the location of the
246stable LR before the collapse, implying the technique loses
247validity.
248Remarks.—Proving the BH hypothesis is as challenging
249as disproving the ECO hypothesis. A smaller, but inform-
250ative step, is to rule out classes of inadequate models as BH
251alternatives. The evidence shown in this Letter supports the
252inadequacy, as BH foils, of a large class of UCOs, for which
253a plausible formation mechanism exists via an incomplete
254gravitational collapse of quasi-Minkowski initial data.
255Even if such UCOs could form as a transient state, their
256unavoidable stable LR triggers an instability that, generi-
257cally, develops in a moderate timescale, either promoting
258collapse to BHs or migration to a non-UCO. It remains to
259be seen whether UCOs near the critical configuration, for
260which the timescale can grow (likely) arbitrarily large, still
261retain any effectiveness as BH foils, and if other fates are
262possible for the LR instability, e.g., considering different
263UCO models. It also remains an open problem to find a
264practical estimate of the LR instability timescale in a
265generic spacetime. One of our main results is a concrete
266timescale within two specific models. The difficulty arises
267from the putative nonlinear character of the instability.

F4:1 FIG. 4. Top: potential-well depth h (illustrated in inset) as a
F4:2 function of time for ω=μ ¼ 0.68. A guiding fit function (dotted
F4:3 line) is defined in terms of the inverse time τ ¼ 1=t, with adjusted
F4:4 constants fa; A; τcg. Bottom: the LRs’ circumferential radii
F4:5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffigφφ
p =Mt for different values of time t. The blue line is an

F4:6 auxiliary spline interpolation to help convey the underlying
F4:7 pattern. The time-averaged potential V"

− can suppress several,
F4:8 but not all, oscillation modes of the raw potential V−. This is the
F4:9 likely cause of the observed zigzagging of the red curve, a

F4:10 manifestation of residual star radial oscillations around their
F4:11 unexcited state (at that time).

F5:1FIG. 5. Time evolution of a spinning solitonic BSs with ω=μ ¼
F5:20.16 which has LRs. (Left and middle left column) Energy
F5:3density. Time runs from top to bottom and then from left to right.
F5:4(Middle right and right column) Angular momentum density.
F5:5Both quantities are extracted on the equatorial plane.
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161 (main panel). Model 2 has Lm ¼ −∂αΦ∂αΦ̄ − μ2

162 jΦj2½1 − 2jΦj2=σ20#2, describes a self-interacting complex
163 scalar model with mass μ and coupling σ0. We focus on its
164 fundamental, spinning, solitonic boson star solutions
165 [37,38], again labeled by M or ω, choosing the illustrative
166 value σ0 ¼ 0.05 [39]. There is a dynamically robust rela-
167 tivistic branch of solutions for ω=μ≲ 0.493 [38], that
168 become UCOs for ω=μ≲ 0.188; perturbative instabilities
169 are expected beyond the maximal M, for ω=μ ≲ 0.132 and
170 the ergoregion appears in this unstable branch for
171 ω=μ ≲ 0.134—Fig. 1 (inset) [40].
172 The just describedProca (solitonic boson) stars in the range
173 0.602 < ω=μ < 0.711 (0.132 < ω=μ < 0.188) provide tests
174 for the LR instability (dashed line segments in Fig. 1). Using
175 them as initial data, we have performed fully nonlinear
176 numerical evolutions of the Einstein-bosonic systems with
177 spacetime variables in the Baumgarte-Shapiro-Shibata-
178 Nakamura formulation and the EINSTEIN TOOLKIT [42,43]
179 evolved using MCLACHLAN [44,45] and LEAN [46]—codes
180 available in [47] and described in [31,48,49].
181 Results model 1: migration.—We have evolved the
182 aforementioned Proca stars up to tμ ¼ 104 and confirmed
183 the existence of an instability for the UCOs. Figure 2 (main
184 panel) shows the time at which the instability starts vs ω
185 [50]. The timescale tends to diverge when approaching the
186 first star with a LR (ω=μ ≃ 0.711), thus associating the
187 instability with UCOs. For some of the models with LRs we
188 could not see the development of instability, since the
189 simulations last only up to tμ ¼ 104 but our results suggest
190 that they will become unstable if evolved for longer. The
191 instability is not seen for stars with ω=μ > 0.711.
192 To grasp the nature of the instability, Fig. 3 shows
193 snapshots of the time evolution of the energy density on the
194 equatorial plane for stars with ω=μ ¼ 0.68, 0.69, 0.70, and
195 angular momentum density for ω=μ ¼ 0.68. The energy
196 density first acquires an octogonal shape (see second row of
197 Fig. 3) which evolves into a “starfishlike” pattern (third

198row). The axisymmetry of the star is mildly broken and the
199star suffers a small kick, slowly moving away from the grid
200center. The instability triggers a balanced mass and angular
201momentum loss, mostly carried by the Proca field, with
202almost no gravitational wave emission. This balanced loss
203allows a migration to less massive and compact but still
204spinning Proca stars without LRs—see arrow in Fig. 1 and
205SM (Sec. II) for details.
206Further clear evidence that the fate of this instability is a
207non-UCO spinning Proca star is obtained by examining the
208averaged AEP V$

− [51]. At each time slice, this potential has
209the typical radial profile for an UCO displaying a stable and
210an unstable LR [Fig. 4 (top, inset)] from which one can
211extract a potential depth h, defined as the (positive)
212potential difference of V$

− computed at the LRs. h can
213be represented as a function of time in the evolutions.
214Figure 4 (top) shows it for ω=μ ¼ 0.68. It is clear that the
215depth hðtÞ reaches zero at tcμ ≃ 7480, i.e., the two LRs
216have merged in a finite time. This merger is further seen on
217the bottom panel of Fig. 4, where the perimetral radius of
218both LRs converges to a single value. After this point the
219LRs essentially disappear in terms of V$

−. However, for a
220limited couple of instances right after t > tc the LRs can be
221recreated and destroyed again due to sporadic fluctuations
222of the potential (not shown in Fig. 4), before disappearing

F2:1 FIG. 2. Instability timescale for model 1 (main panel) and
F2:2 model 2 (inset). The dashed vertical line marks the first UCO.

F3:1FIG. 3. Snapshots of the energy density (and angular momen-
F3:2tum density in middle left column) of three spinning Proca star
F3:3UCOs with ω=μ ¼ 0.68 (left and middle left column), 0.69
F3:4(middle right column), and 0.70 (right column). Time runs from
F3:5top to bottom, given in code units.
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There is an instability and there is a transition:

0.132 < !/µ < 0.188
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223 altogether. This confirms the migration robustly evolves in
224 the direction of destroying the LR pair. In the SM (Sec. I),
225 the time evolution of the AEP is further detailed, legiti-
226 mating the validity of the adiabatic approximation under-
227 lying the AEP.
228 Results model 2: collapse.—We have also evolved the
229 spinning solitonic scalar boson stars described above. In the
230 UCO region, ω=μ ≲ 0.188, we have again observed an
231 instability, absent for ω > 0.188 (but within the relativistic
232 stable branch). Its timescale again tends to diverge, as we
233 approach the critical frequency [Fig. 2 (inset)], correlating

234the instability with the existence of LRs. The initial
235development of the instability qualitatively resembles the
236previous case in the loss of axisymmetry—see Fig. 5 for
237evolution snapshots of the star with ω=μ ¼ 0.16. However,
238the outcome is different; the star collapses and forms a
239spinning BH, diagnosed by the emergence of an apparent
240horizon (detailed in the SM—Sec. II). The culprit of this
241different outcome may be the self-interaction potential, that
242confines the star and suppresses the dissipation through
243gravitational cooling, the essential channel by which
244migration occurs in model 1. The AEP shows violent
245oscillations and appears to deepen near the location of the
246stable LR before the collapse, implying the technique loses
247validity.
248Remarks.—Proving the BH hypothesis is as challenging
249as disproving the ECO hypothesis. A smaller, but inform-
250ative step, is to rule out classes of inadequate models as BH
251alternatives. The evidence shown in this Letter supports the
252inadequacy, as BH foils, of a large class of UCOs, for which
253a plausible formation mechanism exists via an incomplete
254gravitational collapse of quasi-Minkowski initial data.
255Even if such UCOs could form as a transient state, their
256unavoidable stable LR triggers an instability that, generi-
257cally, develops in a moderate timescale, either promoting
258collapse to BHs or migration to a non-UCO. It remains to
259be seen whether UCOs near the critical configuration, for
260which the timescale can grow (likely) arbitrarily large, still
261retain any effectiveness as BH foils, and if other fates are
262possible for the LR instability, e.g., considering different
263UCO models. It also remains an open problem to find a
264practical estimate of the LR instability timescale in a
265generic spacetime. One of our main results is a concrete
266timescale within two specific models. The difficulty arises
267from the putative nonlinear character of the instability.

F4:1 FIG. 4. Top: potential-well depth h (illustrated in inset) as a
F4:2 function of time for ω=μ ¼ 0.68. A guiding fit function (dotted
F4:3 line) is defined in terms of the inverse time τ ¼ 1=t, with adjusted
F4:4 constants fa; A; τcg. Bottom: the LRs’ circumferential radii
F4:5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffigφφ
p =Mt for different values of time t. The blue line is an

F4:6 auxiliary spline interpolation to help convey the underlying
F4:7 pattern. The time-averaged potential V"

− can suppress several,
F4:8 but not all, oscillation modes of the raw potential V−. This is the
F4:9 likely cause of the observed zigzagging of the red curve, a

F4:10 manifestation of residual star radial oscillations around their
F4:11 unexcited state (at that time).

F5:1FIG. 5. Time evolution of a spinning solitonic BSs with ω=μ ¼
F5:20.16 which has LRs. (Left and middle left column) Energy
F5:3density. Time runs from top to bottom and then from left to right.
F5:4(Middle right and right column) Angular momentum density.
F5:5Both quantities are extracted on the equatorial plane.
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161 (main panel). Model 2 has Lm ¼ −∂αΦ∂αΦ̄ − μ2

162 jΦj2½1 − 2jΦj2=σ20#2, describes a self-interacting complex
163 scalar model with mass μ and coupling σ0. We focus on its
164 fundamental, spinning, solitonic boson star solutions
165 [37,38], again labeled by M or ω, choosing the illustrative
166 value σ0 ¼ 0.05 [39]. There is a dynamically robust rela-
167 tivistic branch of solutions for ω=μ≲ 0.493 [38], that
168 become UCOs for ω=μ≲ 0.188; perturbative instabilities
169 are expected beyond the maximal M, for ω=μ ≲ 0.132 and
170 the ergoregion appears in this unstable branch for
171 ω=μ ≲ 0.134—Fig. 1 (inset) [40].
172 The just describedProca (solitonic boson) stars in the range
173 0.602 < ω=μ < 0.711 (0.132 < ω=μ < 0.188) provide tests
174 for the LR instability (dashed line segments in Fig. 1). Using
175 them as initial data, we have performed fully nonlinear
176 numerical evolutions of the Einstein-bosonic systems with
177 spacetime variables in the Baumgarte-Shapiro-Shibata-
178 Nakamura formulation and the EINSTEIN TOOLKIT [42,43]
179 evolved using MCLACHLAN [44,45] and LEAN [46]—codes
180 available in [47] and described in [31,48,49].
181 Results model 1: migration.—We have evolved the
182 aforementioned Proca stars up to tμ ¼ 104 and confirmed
183 the existence of an instability for the UCOs. Figure 2 (main
184 panel) shows the time at which the instability starts vs ω
185 [50]. The timescale tends to diverge when approaching the
186 first star with a LR (ω=μ ≃ 0.711), thus associating the
187 instability with UCOs. For some of the models with LRs we
188 could not see the development of instability, since the
189 simulations last only up to tμ ¼ 104 but our results suggest
190 that they will become unstable if evolved for longer. The
191 instability is not seen for stars with ω=μ > 0.711.
192 To grasp the nature of the instability, Fig. 3 shows
193 snapshots of the time evolution of the energy density on the
194 equatorial plane for stars with ω=μ ¼ 0.68, 0.69, 0.70, and
195 angular momentum density for ω=μ ¼ 0.68. The energy
196 density first acquires an octogonal shape (see second row of
197 Fig. 3) which evolves into a “starfishlike” pattern (third

198row). The axisymmetry of the star is mildly broken and the
199star suffers a small kick, slowly moving away from the grid
200center. The instability triggers a balanced mass and angular
201momentum loss, mostly carried by the Proca field, with
202almost no gravitational wave emission. This balanced loss
203allows a migration to less massive and compact but still
204spinning Proca stars without LRs—see arrow in Fig. 1 and
205SM (Sec. II) for details.
206Further clear evidence that the fate of this instability is a
207non-UCO spinning Proca star is obtained by examining the
208averaged AEP V$

− [51]. At each time slice, this potential has
209the typical radial profile for an UCO displaying a stable and
210an unstable LR [Fig. 4 (top, inset)] from which one can
211extract a potential depth h, defined as the (positive)
212potential difference of V$

− computed at the LRs. h can
213be represented as a function of time in the evolutions.
214Figure 4 (top) shows it for ω=μ ¼ 0.68. It is clear that the
215depth hðtÞ reaches zero at tcμ ≃ 7480, i.e., the two LRs
216have merged in a finite time. This merger is further seen on
217the bottom panel of Fig. 4, where the perimetral radius of
218both LRs converges to a single value. After this point the
219LRs essentially disappear in terms of V$

−. However, for a
220limited couple of instances right after t > tc the LRs can be
221recreated and destroyed again due to sporadic fluctuations
222of the potential (not shown in Fig. 4), before disappearing

F2:1 FIG. 2. Instability timescale for model 1 (main panel) and
F2:2 model 2 (inset). The dashed vertical line marks the first UCO.

F3:1FIG. 3. Snapshots of the energy density (and angular momen-
F3:2tum density in middle left column) of three spinning Proca star
F3:3UCOs with ω=μ ¼ 0.68 (left and middle left column), 0.69
F3:4(middle right column), and 0.70 (right column). Time runs from
F3:5top to bottom, given in code units.
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allows following the LRs 
during the evolution. 



Q3: If so, could such ECOs be astrophysically viable?

(Partial) R3:

The trapping instability associated to stable LRs is real in the concrete studied models 
and

 it needs not be too long lived, except near the critical solution, 
leading to collapse or migration. 

This questions the viability of ultracompact ECOs, 
that have a plausible formation mechanism.

But, 

only two families of examples; generality?

there are important open questions 
(non-monotonic instability time scale, loss of axi-symmetry, 

non-linear character of the instability, spatial correlation with stable LR,…).
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